CAUTION
Coaches or volunteers using inappropriate sexualised language

ADVANTAGE
Using their professional, position or reputation to take advantage of a child

BLINDSIDE
Pretending they are someone they are not, e.g. saying they have links to famous coaches or sports personalities

CONVERSION
Giving a child gifts, alcohol or drugs

TACTICS
Do they have unexplained marks or scars?

FORWARD
Offering personal advice or being overly friendly

TRY
Seeks out and pays extra special attention to a child

HOW SAFE ARE YOUR CHILDREN?
CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
DO YOU KNOW THE TACTICS AND SIGNS?

COACH: ARE YOU PROMOTING SAFEGUARDING IN SPORT?
Talk to parents about the risks

HELP US STOP CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

SAY SOMETHING, IF YOU SEE SOMETHING SUSPICIOUS.
CONTACT:
Crimestoppers OR Police
0800 555 111 OR 101
WWW.STOP-CSE.ORG